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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let .Q be an open subset of EP, N > 2, where the variable will momentarily 
be denoted by y = (yl,..., y”). We shall deal with a first-order linear partial 
differential operator 
L = f cj(y> $ + CO(Y), 
j=l 
whose coefficients cj(0 < j < N) are complex Cm functions in 51. We assume 
that we are given a Cm function, real-valued, a(y), in Q, whose differential d@
is noncharacteristic with respect to L at a pointy0 of Q: 
g1 CTYO) E ayj (YO) f 0. (2) 
The class of operators (1) with which we shall be mainly concerned will 
satisfy the sohbility condition (P) of [2], at the pointy”. Many statements of 
the latter are possible (see [2, 31). W e may select the following: because of 
(2) we can always find a complex number z such that 
zL=X+iY, i zzz (-l)V, 
where X and Y are two real vector fields in Q, such that y” is not a critical 
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point of X (in fact, at least one of the two values, z = 1 or z = i, 
suffices). Then one says that L satisfies (P) at y” if: 
(P) there is an open neighborhood V of y” such that the vector Jield Y 
does not change direction along any characteristic curveof X contained in9’“. 
The main result ofthe present paper can then be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (P) and (2) hold. To every open neighborhood 
Q C Q of y” there is another open neighborhood W C % of y’J such that the 
following is true: 
If a W function u in +P satisjies Lu = 0 in 4 and if u vanishes identically 
in the set: 
then u = 0 in a”. 
*- = {Y E % D(Y) -==c @(YON, 
The smoothness a sumptions onthe coefficients of L, on the function @ 
and on the solution u could have been made less tringent (in particular, 
at the price of some extra effort, we could have dealt with u E Hi(@)). In 
view of the techniques u ed here, the minimum assumptions on the coefficients 
ofL and on the function 0 can be found out by inspection of the proof. 
It is possible and indeed convenient toselect a good coordinate system in a 
neighborhood fy”. We take this point o be the origin in Rnfl (from here 
on we write n = N - 1) and denote the new coordinates by (x, t) with 
x = (xl,..,, xn). They can be chosen in such a way that t = 0 is an equation 
of the hypersurface D(y) = @(y”) in an open neighborhood fy”, which we 
take from here on to be Q, and that, also in 52, L is equal, up to a smooth 
nonvanishing factor, to
& - i ,$ bj(x, t) & - c(x, t), 
i=l 
where the vector b(x, t) = (bl(x, t),..., bn(x, t)) is real, On this refer to 
[2, p. 3321. From now on we assume that (3) is exactly the expression ofL in the 
coordinates (x,t). The number z used earlier can now be taken equal to one 
and X = a/at. Condition (P) reads: 
(P)” There is an open neighborhood Q. of the origin in P, a number 
T > 0 and a mapping x++ v(x) of Go into the unit sphere Pm1 such that 
W, t> = I W, W(x), V(x, t) E sz, x I-T, T[. 
Let us introduce the following “critical” subset of Go: 
Jr/-, = {x E Qo; V/t, 1t 1 < T, b(x, t) = 01. 
(4) 
(5) 
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Observe that in the complement Q,\Jy^, the vector v(x) is unambiguously 
defined, and is a smooth function of x. On .A$ we may choose it arbitrarily. 
We shall prove the following version of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1’. Suppose that (P)” holds. Let u be any function belonging 
to GP(ft, x ]- T, T[) and satisfying Lu = 0 in Q, X ]- T, T[. If u(x, t) = 0 
in&, XI-T,O],thenu=OinQ, XI-T,T[. 
Without embarking right away on the proof of Theorem l’, let us indicate 
how it can be reduced to the case of a single “space” variable x,with 
L = (a/at) - ib(x, t)(a/ax) - c(x, t), (6) 
under the additional hypothesis: 
b(x, t) 2 0 everywhere. (7) 
Indeed, let us suppose that Theorem 1’ has been proved in this particular 
case. Let x0 be an arbitrary point of Q,\Jy”, . We may choose the coordinates 
(xl,..,, xn)in a neighborhood fx,, wO, in such a way that the vector field 
V = vr(x)(a/@) + ... + v*(x)(a/&~~) becomes a/&+, which means that L 
becomes (a/at) - i 1 b(x, t)l(a/axl) - c(x, t), in W0 . Now (x2,..., xn)play 
the role of parameters. But by virtue of Theorem 1’ in the special 
case (6)-(7), we may conclude that u = 0 in w0 x ] - T, T[ and therefore in
(Q,,\Jy;,) xl-T, T[. On the other hand, on any vertical segment {z,,} XI-T, T[ 
with 5s E Jr/-, , the equationLu = 0 reduces to a,u = 0; since II = 0 for t < 0, 
we must have u(%$ ,t) = 0 for all t, 1 t 1 < T. This is what had to be proved. 
Thus, in the forthcoming sections, we shall limit ourselves to the case of two 
“independent” variables (x, t) (’ i.e., one space variable) when (7) holds. 
It is well known that here are first-order differential operators L for which 
uniqueness inthe Cauchy problem (across a noncharacteristic hypersurface) 
holds without Condition (P) being true; e.g., all the first-order operators L 
whose coefficients are analytic (by virtue of Holmgren’s theorem). In this 
direction we have been able to prove the following (admittedly limited) result. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the following darerential operator: 
L = (a/at) - ib(x, t)(a/ax) - c(x, t), 
whose coeficients b(x,t), c(x, t) are Cm functions inan open neighborhood Q of 
the origin  W (b is real). 
Suppose that I-+ b(0, t) vanishes off&e order at t = 0. Then, to every open 
neighborhood ?4!C 52 of 0 there is another open neighborhood 4%’of 0 such that he 
following istrue: 
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If u E W(S) is uch thatLu = 0 in @ and u = 0 in @- = {(x, t) E @; t < 0}, 
then u = 0 in 4’. 
Paul Cohen (ca. 1960) gave an example of a first-order linear partial 
differential operator, intwo independent variables (with no zero-order term), 
for which uniqueness in the Cauchy problem across a noncharacteristic 
hypersurface does not hold. It can be found, as a particular case of 
Theorem 8.9.2 in [ 11. 
The complexity ofthe situation s further underlined by the observation of 
C. Goulaouic that there is uniqueness inthe Cauchy problem across the 
hyperplane t = 0, for all differential operators ofthe form 
L = (a/at) + ia b(x)(a/ax), in {(x, t) E lR2; Ix I < r, / t / < T}, 
and more generally all the operators 
L = (a/at) + i(al(t>Xl + ... + a,(t)&) in Q,, x I-T, T[, 
where the X, are smooth real vector fields in52, C Iw”, pairwise commuting. 
We wish to thank Professors C. Goulaouic and L. Nirenberg for many 
useful conversations  topics related tothe present paper. 
1. A CARLEMAN ESTIMATE 
Let Q be a bounded open rectangle 1 x / < r, ( t 1 < T, in R2. We deal 
with two functions inQ, b(x, t), c(x, t), having the following properties: 
b(x, t) is real-valued; (1.1) 
b(x, t) has distribution derivatives of order < 2 with respect 
to x which belong to L”(Q); (1.2) 
c(x, t) has distribution derivatives of order < 1 with respect 
to x which belong to L”(Q). (1.3) 
We shall then study the first-order differential operator 
L = 8, - ib(x, t) 8% - c(x, t). 
We introduce two functions v,,(x), vi(t) with the following properties: 
v0 has distribution derivatives of order < 2 belonging to L*(-r, r); (1.4) 
vI is Lipschitx continuous in ]- T, T[. U-5) 
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We form the function 
v,(x, t)= vo(x> + j” b(x, f> cpdt’) dt’. 
0 
Inviewof (1.2),(1.4),and(1.5), we see that 4p(x, t) has distribution derivatives 
of order < 2 with respect to X, belonging to La(Q). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let F be a closed subset of J2 in which b(x, t) keeps the same sign 
(which we denote by sgn b). Suppose that there is a constant co > 0 such that 
$pl’(t) + (&J,(x, t)> sgn b(x, t> 3 co inF. (1.6) 
Then, for 7. and C,positive su$iciently large, forall T > r. and all uE Hol(sZ) 
having their support in F, 
7 
ss 
ezTm 1u / 2 dx dt < Co 11 e2T@{ 1 Lu * a,@ 1 + T 1 Lu * u I} dx dt. (1.7) 
Proof. We set 
cdx, t)=jot 4x, 44 u = vecl. 
Then Lu = eClL,v with 
Lo = a, - ib(a, + cl=). 
Next, set v = we-7v. We have 
e*QLov = Mw - ibNw , W3) 
where 
M = a, + ibv2T - ibf, 
N = a, - h-q+(t) + ig, 
w9 
(1.10) 
having written clz(x, t)= f + ig, f, g real. We shall denote by ( , ) the inner 
product in L,“., . Then 
2 Re(Mw - ibNw, iNw) = 2 Re(Mw, iNw) - 
1s 
b j NW I2 dx dt. (1.11) 
On the other hand, 
2 Re(wt , iNw) = -/j (TV;(t) -gg,(x, t)) I w I2 dx dt. (1.12) 
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Observe that g has a first-order t-derivative which belongs toLm(Q), according 
to (1.3). Furthermore, 
2 Re(ib(v%T -f)w, iNw) = 2 Re(b(p,r -f)w, (a, - z+(t) + ;g)w) 
= - J-1 (b(Tql, -f& / w 12 dx dt. 
Combining (l.ll), (1.12), and (1.13) yields 
j-j. b INW I2 dx dt + 7 sj- h’(t) + (b&) I w I2 h dt 
(1.13) 
= -2 Re([M - ibN]w, iNw) + fs (gt + (bf),) 1w I2 dx dt. 
We multiply both members by sgn b (in F) and use (1.6). Reverting from w 
to u easily ields (1.7), provided that 
COT0 > I! gt + w, I&J&., - Q.E.D. 
As a conclusion to the present section we relate the validity of the estimate 
(1.7) to the local solvability of the pseudodifferential operator in ?t + 2 
variables: 
z = i@ - ibm, (1.14) 
where (cf. (1.9), (1.10)) 
iI? = a, + ib$,l D, 1 - ibf, (1.15) 
(1.16) 
where s is the extra variable. The principal symbol of z is given by 
u(Z) = i(A + iB), (1.17) 
A = 7 + Wrl~ I, B = -45 - h(t) I 0 I). (1.18) 
We have denoted by (5, 7, u) the covariables corresponding to (x, t, s). The 
Hamilton-Jacobi equations for A show that the bicharacteristic strips of A 
can be defined by the equations 
(1.19) 
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t serving as the parameter on the curve. Along such a curve, 
B = &, 4 6, u> = --6(x, t) [P - I u” I (lot (b&)5 dt + &(t)) 1. (1.20) 
The meaning of (1.6) now becomes clear: 
B(x, 4 4,4 = I b(x, wJ(X, t, 50, (Jo>, 
where 
(1.21) 
for all (x, 50, c+), the t-derivative of w is > co > 0. (1.22) 
This implies that E satisfies the olvability condition (!P’) for its transpose and 
thus exemplifies thegeneral theory of [7] (see pp. 276 et seq.). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
As shown in the Introduction it suffices to consider the case of one space 
variable, when 
L = (apt) - ib(x, t)(ajax) - c(x, t), 
under the additional hypothesis that 
(2-l) 
b(x, t) 2 0 in Q. (2.2) 
Here Q is an open neighborhood fthe origin in R2, which we take to be the 
rectangle: 
1x1 <r, I t j < T (r, T > 0) (2.3) 
(the coefficients b andc ofL are C” functions inan open neighborhood fa). 
We consider a function u E Vl(52) which satisfies 
Lu = 0 in Q, 
u(x, t) = 0 for aZZ (x, t) E l2, t < 0. 
We wish to prove that u = 0 in Q. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
We may assume without loss of generality that c(x, t) ES 0 by utilizing the
technique atthe beginning ofthe proof of Lemma 1.1. 
We shall reason by contradiction and start from the assumption that 
F = supp u # O. Clearly we can then find a nonempty open subinterval 
J of l-r, r[ such that U(X, t) # 0 for every x E j and for some t < T 
(depending on x). If x E J set t(x) = inf{s 1 (x, S) EF}; the function t(x) is 
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lower semicontinuous in J. Note that we must have b(x, t(x)) = 0 whatever 
x E J. Otherwise L would be elliptic n a neighborhood of (x, t(x)) which 
belongs to the boundary aF, and the uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for 
elliptic first-order PDEs would imply that II = 0 in a full neighborhood of 
that point, which is a contradiction. For each X, 1 x 1 < Y, let t(x) be the 
supremum of the numbers t 2 t(x) such that b(x, s) = 0 whatever s, 
t(x) < s < t. The uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for ordinary differential 
equations implies that u(x, s) must then also be zero for all such values of s. 
Since we know that U(X, t) # 0 for some t < T, we conclude that 
0 < t(x) ,< t(x) < T, x E J. (2.6) 
(Note that t(x) is upper semicontinuous and that, in general, there is no reason 
why t(x) and t(x) should be equal.) Inthe sequel we shall restrict ourattention 
to the part of F which “lies above J;” i.e., the intersection of F with the open 
rectangle J x I-T, T[, and show that it is empty, which will contradict 
(2.6). For the sake of simplicity, we substitute J for the interval I-Y, r[; in 
fact we shall assume that J = l-r, r[. 
Let then p be a number such that 0 < p < inf(r, T) and, for all c, 
0 < c < I, let us call E, the set of points (x, t) E R2 satisfying 
x2 + c(t + T)2 < p2. (2.7) 
For all cE [0, l] E, is contained inthe vertical s ab ((x, t); xE I}. For c = 0, 
it is equal to that slab. For c = 1, E, is contained in the lower half-plane 
t < 0. Let c0 be the infimum of the numbers c such that E, C Q\F. Our 
hypothesis that F is not empty implies that c, > 0. The intersection of the 
boundary of Eco with that of F is not empty; let (x0 , to) be a point in this 
intersection. The normal at (x,, , t,,) to the ellipse which is the boundary of 
Ec, is not horizontal (for this can only occur at the points (&p, - T), which do 
not belong to F); let us call 0the angle between this normal and the vertical, 
i.e., a line parallel to the t-axis. We have 
/ e I < 42. (2.8) 
We are going to show that (x,, ,0 t ) $ supp u, thus reaching a contradiction. 
It is convenient toperform atranslation andregard from now on (x0 , to) as 
the origin  R2. Let us then make the following change of variables in R2 
y = x cos 8 + t sin 8, s = -x sin 0 + t cos 8. W) 
(The angle 0has the sign which insures that he positive s-axis the exterior 
normal to the above ellipse.) We have 
L = (COS e+ ib sin e)r, (2.10) 
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where 
l-baa .b a 
L’=k+sinOcosBT--I--, 
ay k2 ay 
(2.11) 
k2 = cos2 19 + b2 sin2 19 3 cos2 f3 > 0. (2.12) 
We shall then deal with L’; the trouble is that L’ is not in “canonical form”. 
Let us denote byy(r], s) the (unique) solution of the initial value problem 
dy/ds = sin 0 cos e((l - b2)/k2), Y Is4 = 77; (2.13) 
we assume that we have replaced in b(x, t) the values of x and t extracted from 
(2.9). We are going to apply the following general result: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F(y, s) be a real-valued V function in R2 whose jrst 
partial derivative with respect toy, F, , is unijormly bounded in each slab 
{(y, s) E R2; 1 s 1 < const}. 
Then there is a unique real V function y = y(r], s) in R2 which satisjies 
dylds = F(Y, 4, Y Is4 = 71. (2.14) 
Furthermore, the mapping 
h 4 + (Y(% 49s) (2.15) 
is a %l-mapping of R2 onto itself. 
Though this lemma must be well-knowr., we give its proof here. 
Proof. From the hypothesis we derive that, to every a > 0 there is A > 0 
such that 
IF(Y,,~---F(Y,,~I GAIYI-Y~I, 
Vy,, y2~[W, VSE R, /s / < a. (2.16) 
In view of this, Picard’s iteration method shows that there is a V1 function of s, 
I s 1 < a, depending continuously on r) E R, verifying (2.14). In fact it is 
continuously differentiable with respect to 7 since its partial derivative with 
respect to 7, y? , is the unique solution of the following initial value problem 
WA = F,,(y(rl, 4 sb, z Isso = 1. (2.17) 
We see, furthermore, that 
(2.18) 
505/15/I-14 
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Incidentally this shows that yn > 0 in the whole of lR2 and therefore that the 
Jacobian of (2.15) does not vanish anywhere. To prove that (2.15) is surjective 
is easy: 7, regarded as a function of y and s, is the solution of the integral 
equation 
with 
17 =y-~‘G(,,+~, (2.19) 
0 
WI, 4 = F(y(rl, $4. (2.20) 
By virtue of the hypotheses of F and of the formula (2.18) one sees that G,, 
is uniformly bounded in each slab ((7, s); ) s 1 < const}. Consequently, 
Picard’s method shows that (2.19) h as a unique solution for all (y, s) E R2. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
We apply Lemma 2.1 to Problem (2.13). We may assume that b(x, t) = 0 
outside a sufficiently large bounded subset of R2 (whose interior contains the 
closure of Q); this insures that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 are fulfilled, and
therefore, that the diffeomorphism (2.15) is global. We now find ourselves in 
the following situation: L’, in the new coordinates 7, s, has the canonical form 
L’ = (W - $377, s)(W), /3 > 0 in Q. (2.21) 
We know that L’u = 0 in Q and that u = 0 in the set defined, in the “old” 
coordinates by x2 + co(t + r)2 < p2. But there is a very important new 
feature in the situation which can be described as follows. Let T’ be the least 
number > 0 such that the point (0, T’) belongs to the complement of 9. 
Then, 
for some so , 0 < so < T’, P(O, so) > 0. (2.22) 
Indeed, if this were not true, f3 would vanish on the whole segment of the 
s-axis joining the origin to the boundary of 52. In other words, the imaginary 
part of the symbol of L’ would vanish identically on the corresponding arcof 
(null) bicharacteristic str pofthe real part. But such a property, inconjunction 
with (P), is invariant under coordinate changes and under multiplication of L 
by a nonvanishing complex (smooth) function (for aproof, see [6, Introduc- 
tion]. Therefore, the original coefficient b(x, t) should also have vanished 
identically on the vertical segment joining (x0 , to) to the boundary of 52, 
that is to say, to (x0, T). This would mean that (xo) = T contrary to (2.6). 
This proves (2.22). 
Let us now select a number K > 0 sufficiently large so that he parabola 
s + (1/2)K~~ = 0 is completely contained (except for its vertex, the origin) 
in the interior fthe region where u vanishes identically (atleast in some 
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neighborhood of the origin) and let us make the change of variables 
7 = s + (1/2)Ky2, 5 = 7. (2.23) 
The expression of L’ in the new coordinates is 
with 
L’ = (1 - iKgy)L”, (2.24) 
L”=2+&zL$P- 
aT K2 a[ K2 at’ (2.25) 
Here, 
K2 = 1 + K2&?. (2.26) 
Once more we must put the operator under study, now L”, into canonical 
form. We solve the initial value problem: 
dfldr = K@‘/K~, E I,=O = x. (2.27) 
Let @(E, T) denote the right-hand side in the ODE in (2.27). We have: 
Qp = K $ + y & - 2 q (K2t2/3/3, + K?$32), 
whence, in view of (2.26), 
I @p, I G (3/2)(~P + I Be 1). (2.28) 
Since the support of /3, which is equal to that of b, is compact, we reach the 
conclusion that Lemma 2.1 is applicable to (2.27) and that the solution 
.$ = f(x, T) gives rise to a global V-mapping of R2 onto itself, 
We may now write 
L* = (a/at) - iq~, t)(ajax), B > 0 in Sz. (2.30) 
It should be kept in mind that the new coordinates (x, t) are different from the 
original ones, but these we shall not use any more and no confusion need be 
feared. Observe that, because of the presence of the factor f in @([, T), the 
unique solution of (2.27) when x = 0 is .$ = 0. This means that the 
diffeomorphism (2.29) not only preserves the x-axis, but also preserves the 
t-axis. Since B = /?/K2, we see that there is a number t, > 0 such that 
B(0, t,) > 0 and such that the closed segment joining the origin to (0, to) is 
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contained in Q. The useful feature in the present situation is that not only 
does I( vanish for t < 0, but that, in fact, u vanishes for t < yxz for a suitable 
y > 0. In other words, we are in the standard situation for applying the 
Carleman estimates: the support of the solution is contained in a strictly 
convex subset of the region on one side of the noncharacteristic surface under 
study. 
Let us introduce the largest number t, > 0 such that B(0, S) = 0 for all s, 
0 ,< s < t,; of course we have ti < t,, .We shall now reason in a rectangle 
0’ = {(x, t); 1 x 1 < E, -•E < t < t1 + E}, (2.31) 
where E is a sufficiently small positive number, in order that a number of 
requirements be fulfilled: (1)the closure of Q’ must be contained in J2; 
(2) u must vanish identically in the subset of Q’ defined by t < rx2; (3) 
1 B 1 + 1 B, 1 < 6 in Q’, for a suitably small 8 > 0 (since B > 0 everywhere, 
B, must vanish wherever B vanishes, in particular on the segment joining 
the origin to (0, tJ). The last step in the proof will be to apply Lemma 1.1 
with L” in the place of L and Q’ in that of .Q. We show how to choose the 
function 4 in the exponential of the Carleman estimate (1.7). We take 
so that 
4&) = -x2, 4*(t) = -e-t, 
s 
t 
rJ%(x, t)= -x2 - B(x, s) e+ ds. 
0 
On one hand we have, in B’, 
4; > e-(t’+‘), 
and on the other, 
su~l(BUz I G C sup0 B I + I Bz I) G ~‘6. 
Thus the hypothesis (1.6) is satisfied, as soon as E, and therefore also 6, are 
sufficiently small. We conclude that the inequality (1.7), where L” replaces L, 
is valid (here u is an arbitrary element of H,,l(Q’) and not the solution under 
study). We apply Theorem 2.3 of [4] (rather, an obvious modification of it) 
and conclude that our solution u of Lu = 0 must vanish identically in a 
neighborhood of the intersection 
&% t>; t 2 r4 n {(x, t) E sz’; 9(x, t) 2 Oh 
provided this intersection s compact. Since 
(2.32) 
4(X9 t) = ---x2 - it B(x, s) e-s ds, 
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the set (2.32) is exactly equal to the closed segment 
x = 0, 0 < t < 4, (2.33) 
which is indeed a compact subset of M. In particular we see that u must 
vanish in a neighborhood fthe origin, contrary to our initial assumption. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this ection we suppose that t H b(0, t) vanishes of finite order k at 
t = 0 (when k is odd, the operator is not locally solvable atthe origin). 
According to the Weierstrass-Malgrange preparation theorem, we may write, 
in a neighborhood fthe origin which we take to be Q = {(x, t); 1 x 1 < I, 
I t I < 0, 
b(x, t) = E(x, t)(tk + +)tk-’ + **’ + t&(x)), (3.1) 
where E does not vanish anywhere in Q, whereas all the ~~(0) are zero. Let 
us set 
f(X, t) = tk + u,(x)+-1 + **- + q(x). 
LEMMA 3.1. There are k open subsets & )...) @ k of the intervul 1 x 1 < r, 
whose union is dense in this interval, ndsuch that 
for each j = I,..., k  and every x ~0~ the polynomiul in the 
v&able t, f(x, t), has exactly j distinct roots. (3.2) 
Proof. For each x, 1 x 1 < I, let d(x) be the number of distinct roots of 
f(x, t); d(x) is an upper-semicontinuous function in ]-I, r[, and takes its 
values in the set of integers l,..., k. The set where d(x) = K is therefore 
open; we take it to be Ok. Let ok’ be the interior of the complement of 0, in 
I-T, T[; the subset of 0,’ in which d(x) = k - 1 is an open subset of 0,’ 
which we take to be 0,-r . We call 06-r the interior fthe complement of 
0,-r in 0,’ and we call 0,-a the subset of 0;~, in which d(x) = k - 2, etc. 
The open sets 0, thus defined fulfill therequirements of the lemma. 
Observe that he roots off (x, t) can be represented as continuous functions 
of x in the whole interval I x I < r. If the multiplicity of a given root p(x) 
remains constant, say equal to d, in some open subset U of that interval, then 
p(x) is a simple root of the polynomial int, 
(a/at)y(x, t). 
By the implicit function theorem we derive that p(x) is aCm function fx in U. 
Observe also that if p(x) is nonreal for points x arbitrarily close to x0 but is 
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real for x = x0 , the same is then true of its complex conjugate, which is also 
a root of the real polynomial f(x, t). It follows from this that he multiplicity 
of p(x) must increase byat least one unit at x = x,, .Let us summarize. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Oj (j = I,..., k) be the open sets in Lemma 3.1. 
In each Oj the distinct roots off (x, t) can be represented by j Cm 
functions pi,(x); (3.3) 
whatever j = l,..., k and j’ = l,..., j, ;f pj(x) is real at some 
point x,, of Oj, it is real throughout the connected component 
ofxDinO,. (3.4) 
Proof of Theorem 2. It will suffice toshow that u = 0 in U x I-T, T[, 
where U is any connected component of any one of the Oi . Let 
Pl < *** < Pt Vd.0 
denote those, among the distinct roots off (x, t) for x in Qi , which are real in 
U. Let us call C, the curve defined by the equation 
t = sup(-T, inf(pi(x), T)  XE u (3.5) 
(i = l,..., 8). Let us call A, the open subset of U x ] - T, T[ which lies 
below C, , A, the one which lies above C, , A, (i = l,..., 6’ - 1) the one which 
lies between Ci and Ci+i .Observe that he differential operator L is elliptic 
in each open set Ai: thus if u vanishes insome open subset of Ai , it vanishes 
throughout Ai (which is clearly connected). Let i, be the least isuch that 
A, # o and u does not vanish identically in Ai (we reason by contradiction 
and are going to show that such an index i0 cannot exist). Then clearly Ai 
cannot intersect the lower region U x J-T, O[, where II vanishes. Conse- 
quently, the curve CiO must lie ntirely inthe region x E U, t 3 0; and if Ai 
is not to be empty, it must also lie below the segment xE l-J, t = T; henci 
there must be points x in U where the equation of Ci, is t = pi,(x) < T. 
Above such points (which form an open set) Ci, is a smooth noncharac- 
teristic curve; uvanishes identically below it, whereas b(x, t) does not change 
sign in Ai . We may apply Theorem 1’ and conclude that zc = 0 in a neigh- 
borhood of Ci, n (U x ] - T, T[), hence in the whole of Ai by ellipticity: 
hence a contradiction. 
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